
 

Film The Girl From Beijing Tanpa

a celebration of the citys independent cinema scene, the hkcis now runs twice yearly, once as the hong kong cinema society asian film
festival , and the second time as the hong kong cinema society short films festival . the major attraction of the hong kong cinema society
asian film festival is the festival’s acclaimed annual retrospective, a unique programme of retrospectives on the art of cinema. the hkcis

short films festival currently is one of the most celebrated film festivals in asia and showcases around 40 hong kong and international short
films every year. in the girl from beijing tanpa, tan wei-ling, a vice president of wenwei bank, is in a happy marriage, raising two kids, but is
secretly in love with another woman who lives in beijing. when tan pursues her lover, the woman invites tan to move to beijing to visit her.
tan, however, decides to stay back in shenyang, which is what shes known for, her hometown, because its her husband who left her and

took their kids with him, tan wei ling, in the girl from beijing tanpa () literary rendition from a novel named the girl from beijing tanpa () by
famed chinese author xue jinbo, the film has caused controversy for the movie. the movie depicts the love affair between tan wei-ling, a

chinese woman, and a woman who lives in beijing, despite the fact that the two women are married, which apparently offended the chinese
mainlanders and offended people in other countries with a strong chinese influence, like taiwan. when anita first premiered at the hong
kong international film festival inseptember 2021, supporters bemoaned the negative impact its looming release wouldhave on its star's

legacy. they were proved wrong as the film still ended up winning the best feature-length film award at the prestigious ceremony. directed
by ho wing ping, it is currently slated for its uk release on 8 december.
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Film The Girl From Beijing Tanpa

the series of caper films starring the incomparable
cheng pei-pei (hwang chi-cheng) is perhaps the most
enduring classic of 20th century cinema. by 1978, she

was hong kong’s equivalent of miss marple and a
reteaming with director ti lung was a clear success.

the first three films are a series of escalating crimes,
all involving blackmail with a political twist, and lead
to a spine-chilling denouement - appropriate for late
70s hong kong, in the mao era. in the chinese classic
film tradition, the films end on a note of heightened

realism, reflecting the modern world as they see it. by
modern standards, the villains of the series are pretty
benign, and from the start the story is set against the
rise of deng xiaoping’s three stars, and the china that

china is now inheriting. cheng and the other lead
actress sally tsu know that they are taking on the

mantle of the great legends of hong kong cinema, but
they make it look easy. the world cinema legend

soong beng’s unique style perfectly suits gong li’s
character in this 2002 chinese film remake of the rko

classic. set in 1930s shanghai, this is the ultimate
historical romance starring two of china’s greatest

stars, as bedevilled lovers. unfortunately, the plot is a
bit thin, despite having tarantinos soundtrack.as for

soong beng’s style, it’s a brilliant marriage of
attractive cinematography, lavish sets, and the
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sensual, semi-nude gong li. as co-writer, co-director,
and co-star, chung made some of the most memorable

films in hong kong. this film benefits from the
cinematic eye of one of hong kongs greatest

filmmakers, and turned in a great performance from
gong li. unlike many films about the criminal

underworld, the stories back story felt well researched
and believable. the main twist was a little too quick,

but it wasn’t an earth-shattering reveal, just a natural
follow-up to the characters’ melodramatic relationship.
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